
FOOTPATH WORK FROM SEPTEMBER 2014 

 

1) More work has been done on Coffin/Salter/Dark Lane to tidy stone footsteps and flags. ( Ashover 

145). Such has been the growth of vegetation over some paths (e.g. Quarry Lane, Alton) that they 

have had to be visited for clearance more than once! 

2) The path at the bottom of the school field was strimmed in early September by D.C.C .There has 

been other tidying up and clearing of stone flags. (Ashover 51). 

3) On two days at the start of September, nearly 60 Ashover School children walked footpaths to and 

from Overton.  

4) Two gates are now at either end of 45 (The Rattle). They are likely to be the last put in by D.C.C., 

for some time(cuts…). 

5)  Finger posts have been replaced at the western end of 94 (Eddlestone Lot) and by Hodge Lane at 

the eastern end of 99. The last ones were stolen. 

6) Dog bins are now positioned at the main entrance to The Fabric and at the crossroads to the west 

of Overton Hall (where Coffin Lane crosses Overton Lane.). 

7) Thanks to the local farmer, the bridleway to the west of the former Manor Inn has been cut back 

(Ashover 9). 

8) Some extra way marker arrows have been placed on Ashover 11 near The Manor Inn that was and 

also on 19 near Hilltop Farm. 

9) A bench has been planted on Ashover 94 looking over magnificent views from Eddlestow Lot 

towards Beeley, Alicehead and across Slack Hill to Ashover. 

 

10) Cut backs continue through the year and recent efforts have included 62 ( through Milltown 

Quary) and 63 (by Overton Hall). More flag stones  have been scraped on Coffin Lane. 

11) This report is now posted in the information centre by the public conveniences in Ashover. 

Pictures of some of the sites are also posted. 

 


